VIRTUAL CONNECT
HIPAA Compliant “Tele-Welfare” for Audio & Video Conferencing
There’s a strong possibility that the COVID-19 epidemic has changed life as we know it. No matter if
one works in the public or private sectors, beyond obvious improvements in Internet bandwidth, social
distancing and isolation requirements have reminded us once again of the great need to adopt more
modern technology. And when it comes to Child Welfare, VitalChild has got you covered!
With VitalChild you won’t have to worry about the technology demands of the next national health
crises, increased caseloads, or rural outpost assignments. By adopting VitalChild as your new CCWIS, a
solution which simultaneously supports your Family First Act compliance needs, such challenges do not
have to interfere with your future ability to quickly adapt, and ensure the wellness, safety, and
continued delivery of essential services to your clients.
VitalChild is configured to consistently keep you one step ahead of what’s to come next. Our
technology and child welfare experts have envisioned the strategies essential to optimizing your future
services’ functionality and scalability. And bringing stakeholders together – even if virtually across
distant locations – can enhance service delivery and outcomes. Virtual Connect enables remote:









Secure Audio or Video Correspondence
Case Management & Services Delivery
Efficient Check-in & Wellness Visits
Completion of Timely Evaluations
Documentation of Call Logs
Communication for Children and Parents
Separated for Various Circumstances
Video Team Meetings, Case Reviews, IEPs
Expert Healthcare (Telehealth)

Request a Demo Today @
https://VitalChild.Solutions/

Security matters. In a crisis, regulations on confidentiality may be relaxed, but this is temporary. As a
result, your solution should be safe, secure, and preserve the confidentiality of your clients’
information. You don’t want to rely upon using the same software every business and school is
suddenly using during the next crisis. You don’t want products prone to overloads, hacks and glitches.
With VitalChild’s Virtual Connect being an embedded feature within our HIPAA compliant FedRamp
Certified Platform, your communications are encrypted and protected while in transit and at rest. At
VitalChild, our goal is to help you make a measurable difference. And with a never-ending collection of
daily challenges in Child Welfare, we believe technology should offer you the ability to efficiently
adapt, adjust, and continue to provide essential care to our most vulnerable children and families.

